
ADMISSION TEST FOR CLASS I 
F.M: 50                   Time: 1 hr  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
      English  
A. Tick the correct option: -          1X5 =5 

 1. How many vowels are there in English alphabet? i) Four    ii) Five    iii) Six 

2. What is the opposite of ‘big’?          i) Small    ii) New    iii) High 

3. What is the rhyming word for ‘cat’?                          i) Run    ii) Bat    iii) Gum 

4. Find out the ‘oo’ sounded word :-                              i) Eagle    ii) Ship    iii) Book 

5. Find out the ‘ee’ sounded word :-                              i) Tea                 ii) Sheep   iii) Bat 

  B. Answer the following questions: -          2X5=10 

1.  Write two ‘a’ sounded words. _____________________._________________________ 

2.  Write two ‘u’ sounded words: - _________________, __________________________ 

3.  Use ‘a’ or ‘an’:- 

i. _________ umbrella 
ii. _________ bat 
iii. _________ owl 
iv. _________ chair 

 4.  How many colours are there in traffic lights? Write the names. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  i) How many days are there in a week ?___________________ 

     ii) How many months are there in a year?_____________________ 

 Science 
A. Choose the correct option:                       1X10=10                                                                               

1. We see with our _________________    a) Eyes  b)  Ears  c) Nose   d)  Tongue 

2. Person who repairs our water pipes are called __________  a)Carpenter  b) Plumber c) Manson d) Cobbler 

3. Which among these is water animal? _______    a) Tiger   b) Wolf  c) Octopus  d)Zebra 

4. Bird which cannot fly ______   a)Pigeon  b) Ostrich c) Crow d) Parrot 

5. Which among these is pet animal?______a) Lion b) Dog  c) Pigeon  d) Elephant 

6. Baby of sheep is called_________.a)Kitten b) Lamb  c) Kid  d) Puppy 

7. Cow lives in ___________.a) Shed  b) Stable c) Kennel  d) Forest 

8. How many legs an insect has? a)5  b) 8   c)  6   d) 9 

9. We sleep in ________.a) Kitchen  b) Dining room  c) Bedroom  d) Bathroom 

10. We walk with the help of our ____.a) Legs  b)  Hands  c)  Eyes   d)  Nose 

 

 

 



 

B. Answer in one word:                                                                                                            1X5=5 

1. Name an insect which has 8 legs. 

2. Name a bird which can see at night. 

3. Where does dog lives? 

4. Name a water animal which has eight arms. 

5. Name a flightless bird. 

Mathematics 

A. Tick the correct option:           1X20=20 
1. ____________ is the first day of the week.   a)  Tuesday   b) Saturday  c) Sunday  d) Thursday  

2. Which number comes between 19 and 21?  a) 28 b) 20 c) 22 d) 31 

3. What is the name of this shape?          a) Circle  b) Square  c) Triangle  d) Rectangle  

4. Which of the following is equal to 10?  

a) 5 + 6  b) 5 + 2  c) 8 + 2  d) 6 + 3  

5. Two bundles of ten make  a) 22 b) 20 c) 2 d) 25  

6. Three groups of twos=? a) 32 b) 30 c) 6 d) 8 

7.  5 tens + 3 =?  a)35 b) 50 c) 15 d) 53 

8. In "SCHOOL" the third letter is a) C b) H c) O d) L 

9. 2 less than 7 equals a) 5 b) 6 c) 4 d) 3 

10.  37 =___tens ___ones 

a) 3 tens 7 ones  b) 7 tens 3 ones  c) 30 tense 7 ones d) 3 tens 70 ones  

11. 2 more than 7 equals a) 5 b) 8 c) 9 d) 10  

12. Which of the following activities do you do in the morning?  a) Sleeping b) Dinner c) Breakfast d) 

None of these 

13. 12 balls, 6 taken away= a) Six b) Seven c) Ten d) Five 

14. The correct number name of 44 a) Forty four b) Forty for c) Forty four d) Forty four 

15. 2 + 5+ 2=?  a) 0 b) 8 c) 9 d) 4 

16. Which number is bigger than 16?     a) 12 b) 19 c) 15 d) 11 

17. Which number is smaller than 32?  a) 34 b) 28 c) 42 d) 39 

18. Which is the heaviest animal? a) Elephant  b) Dog  c) Goat  d) Sheep 

19.  _______ is the ninth month of the year.  

20. What comes just before 50?  a) 39 b) 37 c) 49 d) 38 


